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Let our customers tell  
you what they really think 

Very knowledgeable staff, ready to answer even the 
most obscure questions. I highly recommend A & A.

 James Altilia, Coast Spas Manufacturing Inc.

It is so refreshing to have people actually answer their 
phones and emails…right away. If they don’t know the 
answers…they go out of their way to find them.

 Bev Parker, Cedarland Forest Products.

Our account [at A & A] was set up quickly and the 
staff are highly knowledgeable and very efficient. 
Sorry that we did not move over sooner. Highly 
recommend this company!

 Gloria Lonzinski, RG’s Creative Plan Interiors Inc.

A & A’s personalized service makes me feel like we 
are one company working together rather than two 
separate entities. Their…willingness to go the extra 
mile is what sets them apart.

 Genna Thies, Gentle Fawn.

Some of our awesome clients include:

604-538-1042       www.aacb.com      solutions@aacb.com  



Customs brokers who 
do things differently
Since throwing open our doors in 1979, we’ve been doing 
things a little bit differently. More than anything else this 
means one thing: we place equal emphasis on providing  
the best in class across all stages of the process. After 
all, what good is having the best customer service if 
we can’t also provide you with the most efficient cross-
border support? Assisting our customers with navigating  
the complexities of their business is our business.

AT A & A IT’S NOT JUST WHAT WE OFFER, BUT HOW.

RELATIONSHIP MANAGER 
A single, dedicated Relationship Manager handles every 
aspect of your account. Build a long-lasting relationship  
with someone whose only job is to know yours. 

TRANSPARENT PRICING 
No extra or hidden fees. When it comes to numbers we’ll 
never surprise you.

ACCELERATE PORTAL 
An efficient, cloud-based system will provide comprehensive 
analytics and automatically store documents, while allowing 
you to monitor shipments from anywhere.

IT SOLUTIONS 
An Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system reduces 
manual data entry and paperwork, ensuring that even the 
most technologically averse customer will appreciate its  
time saving benefits. 

COMPLIANCE AND TARIFF SPECIALISTS 
In addition to their technical expertise, our team of specialists 
can assist with audits, tariff rulings and will help to reduce the 
possibility of money lost due to misclassified goods.

RESPONSIVE 
Tired of spending your time navigating digital phone prompts 
when all you really want is to talk to a living, breathing human 
being? So are we. Company policy ensures that if you pick up 
the phone, we answer. 

SPOILING CUSTOMERS SINCE 1979 
Whether it’s customized logistical solutions or finding out 
what charity you support, we pay attention to details. (So 
don’t be surprised if we deliver you breakfast, donate  
to your cause, or celebrate milestones in a big way.)



 

 

 

What Does An Elephant  
in a Tutu, An Airplane,  
and One Thousand 
Cashmere Sweaters  
Have In Common?

Probably nothing, except that we can import or export all  
of them to Canada or the US. 

From perishable food products to aviation equipment, 
automobiles, textiles, furniture, lumber and more, at  
A & A we pride ourselves on being able to import or export 
just about anything over the border. Our expertise reflects 
years of working together with a large and diverse base of 
customers. This has provided innumerable opportunities  
for us to gather experience in compliance, regulations,  
and accurate classification, which we now pass onto you.

AT A & A, WE’LL NEVER LEAVE YOU ALONE  
WITH AN ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM.



Government agencies, 
compliance audits, and 
other fun things

As if customs wasn’t enough, the sheer number of government 
agencies and regulating bodies one must often deal with  
can often be overwhelming. That’s why here at A & A we  
offer an extensive network of support services to help guide 
you through the process. 

Beyond assisting with the smooth transition of your goods over 
the border, you will benefit from a support staff who possess a 
keen understanding of how different government departments 
operate, and what this means for your business. Just some of  
the departments we work closely with at the border include 
Health Canada, The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, 
The Toxic Substances Control Act, The Canadian Food 
Inspection Agency, and The Food and Drug Administration.

HERE AT A & A,  
WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK 

Anum 
Part of the A & A team since 2011



Just three steps  
to make the switch

With almost 40 years of expertise, we’ve 
developed a method for streamlining the 
transition process. Here’s how:

 A REAL CONVERSATION

You talk about your business; we listen.  
This is your opportunity to communicate  
your priorities, concerns, and vision for  
the future.

 PROPOSAL PRESENTATION 

From suggestions on how to streamline your 
day-to-day operations, to showing you how 
we can improve your bottom line; we provide a 
comprehensive framework for moving ahead. 

 TIME TO MAKE THE SWITCH!

Hand the reigns over to your dedicated 
Relationship Manager, who will lead a  
worry and stress-free transition. 

Seamless, Stress-Free  
Cross-Border Logistics

604-538-1042
www.aacb.com 

solutions@aacb.com  


